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All veterans and active duty personnel are being invited to attend the fall workshops for Nebraska Warrior Writers, 

which will be held Saturdays at the Grand Island Public Library from this weekend through Nov. 19. 

 

All sessions will run from 9 to 11 a.m. Dates are Sept. 10, Sept. 17, Oct. 8, Oct. 22, Nov. 5 and Nov. 19. 

 

The biweekly workshops will be led by professional writing instructors. People who attend will learn to generate ideas, 

as well as to revise and edit text. They also will learn how to find a publisher. 

 

Model texts will be read and discussed by the group to help people identify how good writing is built and to allow 

writing practice with immediate feedback. The range of works that will be studied during the fall workshop include 

fiction, poetry and memoir. The sessions are designed to help writers develop a strong bond as they encourage each 

other. The workshops will culminate in a voluntary public reading for anyone who wishes to do so. 

 

Activities for children ages 3 to 12 will be provided upon request. 

 

To sign up, people should contact Erin DeHart at edehart@york.edu or call (402) 366-7182. 

 

The workshops will be presented by Humanities Nebraska, Nebraska Writing Project and the Grand Island Public 

Library. 

 

Chris Sommerich, executive director of Humanities Nebraska, said the fall workshops are the first time that Nebraska 

Warrior Writers sessions will be conducted in Grand Island. 

 

The project started about two years ago in Lincoln. Sessions have been held there twice and once in Omaha. 

Nebraska Warrior Writers sessions are also planned this fall in Omaha. 

 

“We had a couple of writers who were coming from Grand Island to Lincoln to participate in the program there, so 

putting out some feelers, we got some interest in Grand Island and now we hope we get some people signed up,” 

Sommerich said. 

 

Erin DeHart is coordinating the Grand Island program. 
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“We’re based in Lincoln and that is where our staff is. So when we conceived of this program, we reached out to a 

partner who does writing workshops, called the Nebraska Writing Project,” Sommerich said. “They’re based at UNL 

(University of Nebraska-Lincoln) so they have people around the state who do writing workshops. They really liked 

the idea of doing something specific for veterans and active military as well.” 

 

He said the writing workshops allow veterans and active duty personnel to work through some of the things they’ve 

experienced, “that guys like me can’t relate to, as much as I’d like to try. I’ve gone to this program in Lincoln and it 

was really interesting. It was a mix of veterans from the Vietnam era to Iraq and Afghanistan.” 

 

Sommerich said there also are some veterans who would just like to improve their writing skills. 

 

“Some of them want to get published when they’re done and a few of them have successfully been published 

already,” he said. “We hope that in building their writing skills that they maybe discuss their writing with each other 

and work through some of the experiences they’ve had. Maybe they will share it with the public, either by being 

published or sometimes, there are public readings at the end, so the rest of us can know and appreciate what they’ve 

been through.” 

 

Sommerich said they try to keep the group size small. 

 

“We try to have 12 to 20 at the most,” he said. “As they work through their writing, they often are sharing their work 

with each other and it opens up discussions about their experiences. It’s pretty powerful to go to it in person and 

watch them share their different experiences and the challenges they’ve had since their service.” 

 

The first Grand Island workshop is Saturday, Sept. 10, but Sommerich said veterans and active duty personnel can 

still sign up after that initial session is held. Past experience has shown that the word gets out after the initial session 

is conducted and more people want to participate, which boosts workshop numbers. 

 

Nebraska Warrior Writers is made possible in Grand Island with the help of the Fred and Amanda Glade Foundation, 

Grand Island Community Foundation Krick Family Fund, the Grand Island Public Library, the Nebraska Cultural 

Endowment and Principal. 
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